
EFFECTIVE METHODS OF PROGRAMMING

Request for Missing Items

Request for Preferred Items (in view)

Request for Preferred Items (out of view)

PECS Phase I (picture exchange for item in view)

PECS Phase II (distance and persistence)

Requesting for preferred item with PECS (rice cake)

Requesting for preferred item with PECS (phase II)

PECS Phase 3B (preference assessment)

PECS Phase 3B (correspondence check)

Manding (for preferred item-guitar)

Preference Assessment

Requesting for preferred item (full sentence and eye contact)

Requesting for preferred items (vocalization and iPad)

iPad and iPod Demonstration

Teaching Mands using the Mobile App

Teaching Mands using the Mobile Com App (prompting vs. spontaneous requests)

Spontaneous requesting generalizing to another person

Teaching Signs to Mand for preferred item (cookie)

Spontaneous requesting for preferred item using sign language

Spontaneous requesting for preferred item (not present) using iPad

Pairing with a child (no prior relationship)

Alone Condition

Play Condition Example

Attention Condition Example

Tangible Condition Example

Demand Condition Example

Asking for Preferred/non preferred items demonstration

Matching, Receptive, Expressive, Intraverbal Demonstration

Discrete Trial Training - Mass Trial

Random Rotation

Mass Trialing

Random Rotation 2

Random Rotation using 3 items

Matching, Operations, Feature, Function, Receptive Commands, Association and Imitation demo

Writing Letters "A", "J" and "P"

Categories and Titles

Global Autism Training Library
Increasing independent functioning is vital to enhancing the quality of life for those with autism and intellectual disabilities. Teaching life skills 

- daily living skills, pre-vocational skills, and other adaptive skills - can allow individuals with disabilities achieve higher levels of independence. 

Video modeling and video prompting have been identified as effective methods of teaching these skills.

Special Learning's Global Autism Training Library is designed to be a daily resource for parents, educators, providers and other professionals. 

Our library includes nearly 200 videos that can be used to prompt and/or model target skills.

Our library also includes videos that demonstrate effective methods of programming, including discrete trial training and natural environment 

teaching. Methods to teach basic communication, such as requesting for preferred items (manding), a critical foundational skill, are also 

included.

Additionally, our Global Autism Training Library includes an extensive list of videos that can be used to help develop a broad array of skills 

such as brushing teeth and preparing a snack. These skills-based videos target specific skills; using a task analysis, each skill is broken down 

into discrete steps and provide a pause in between each step so that it can be used to prompt the learner. 



Global Autism Training Library
Mix and Vary

Requesting Truck

Increase Distance with Ball 

Increase Distance with Ball #2

Discriminate 2 items

Increase Distance with Candy

Increase Distance with Mom / Candy

DAILY LIVING / ADAPTIVE SKILLS

Vacuuming the floor

Cleaning the windows

Vacuuming the bathroom floor

Clean bathroom sink

Refill soap dispenser

Refill paper towel dispenser

Replace trash bag

Clean bathroom mirror

Restock toilet paper rolls

Clean bathroom toilet

Mopping bathroom floor

Empty recycling and replace bag

Change water dispenser jug

Vacuuming under seating area

Writing a Check

Asking for help

Asking permission to enter; no response

Asking permission to enter; yes response

Listening/Repeating back what you heard

Asking for a break

Handshake/Introduction

DAILY LIVING SKILLS: HOUSEHOLD CHORES

Laundry- Washer

Folding-Washcloth

Folding-Towel

Laundry-Dryer

Sorting silverware into a drawer

Washing dishes by hand

Wiping a counter

Changing a paper towel roll

Setting the table for two

Folding clothes-pants

Folding clothes- t-shirt

Folding clothes-socks

Wiping the table

Cleaning bathroom mirror

Clean bathroom sink

Clean Toilet

Sweeping Floor

Mopping floor

Dusting Ceilings & Corners

Hanging Up a Dress Shirt



Global Autism Training Library
Hanging Up Dress Pants

Ironing a Shirt

Ironing Pants

Making a Bed

Room Check for Cleanliness

Sorting laundry 

DAILY LIVING SKILLS: COOKING

Toaster

Microwave

Making a sandwich

Making a sandwich with a condiment

Making coffee

Cooking Food in the Oven

Cooking Food on the Stove (soup)

Making a Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Making Microwave Popcorn

Making Nachos

Breaking an Egg

Making Scrambled Eggs

Measuring a Liquid

Measuring a Solid

Measuring Butter

Ordering Pizza - on the phone

Ordering Pizza - online

DAILY LIVING SKILLS: PERSONAL CARE AND HYGIENE

Applying lip balm

Flossing (with a floss stick)

Flossing (with a roll of floss)

Brush Teeth

Rinse mouth

Putting hair in ponytail

Using Q-tips

Clean face with face pad

Wash face with washcloth

Wash hands (with pump soap on sink and drying hands on hand towel)

Wash hands (with dispenser soap on wall and drying hands with paper towels

Shaving face (with electric razor) and applying aftershave

Applying deodorant

Applying lotion (from pump bottle)

Applying lotion (from squeeze bottle)

Combing Hair

Shaving Your Legs

Tying a Necktie

PRE-VOCATIONAL/JOB SKILLS

Organizing desk area

Refilling stapler

Refill tape dispenser

Alphabetizing

Filing in a binder system



Global Autism Training Library
Creating a flyer

Creating labels

Filing in file drawers

Mailing a letter

Answering phones politely

Answering phones-taking a message

Answering phones-transferring a call

Making a copy

Preparing items for mailing

Mail distribution to mailboxes

Mail distribution to containers outside office doors

Unpacking and stocking supplies for meeting

Clean whiteboard

Setting up for meeting

Stock marketing materials

Stock magazine rack

Distribute magazines on tables

Completing a wipe off calendar

Shredding paper

Watering plants

Dusting a desk

Recycling paper

Locking up an office for the night


